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xp pro? I have an early 90's 3.5 Gb PC that I used to run a very poorly compression. I used to load the adobe photoshop cs2
mpeg2 codecs (I found out it was that) onto a digital camera that connected to it via a firewire cable. But, it was always
stuttering and glitchy and the video compression that used to make photo editing so much fun is now too inefficient for a long 2
hr film of me photoshopping. I was wondering if there are any super compression codecs out there that could run on my early
1990's PC? Is there a codec that is just as accurate and great at compression but much more efficient than mpeg2? I only have
access to Microsoft Windows XP and use either Adobe Photoshop or Corel PhotoPaint X3 (both paid). @Matt: I did a bit of
web searching after you posted this question, and I think I found what you are looking for. Actually, you will find some very
good suggestions if you search for "super compression video". The term "super compression" can refer to a number of different
things. It is possible that you are looking for a very high quality image codec, but the acronym could also mean something like
"super compression speed" or "super fast compression". If you are looking for a high quality video codec, you will probably find
more than one answer to your question. The simplest way to specify what you are looking for is probably to say "compression",
since that is the most common term. Then the word "super" (with a hyphen) is often used to mean "faster" or "better". The more
popular the format is in general, the more likely it is to be specified in the name of the compression format. For example, there
are a variety of highly popular image formats named "jpeg", "png", "tif", and "tiff". The format jpeg is the most popular image
format in general, but png and tiff are quite widely used as well. (In the case of jpeg, it was originally named the JFIF (Joint
Photographic Experts Group) image format, but it was later rebranded the jpeg format, and eventually became one of the most
popular image formats in general.) So, to answer your question, the MPEG-4 standard is probably the most popular compression
format for video, and you will probably
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